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eHeritage - Expanding the Research and Innovation Capacity in Cultural Heritage Virtual Reality Applications
Participating at several events and making a submission for AWE’s Auggie Awards

During September, 2018, our team has participated to the following events:
- the CRE:HUB – Policies for cultural CREative industries
- the European Culture Street festival in Beijing
- the Urban Thinking Festival: Smart Planning for Cultural Heritage

For the CRE:Hub i.e., one member of our team (Boboc Răzvan) was present to the panels. This event was organized by the Agency for Center Regional Development, who implements the CRE:HUB project titled “Policies for creative cultural industries: HUB for innovative regional development” funded under Interregm Europe’s inter-regional cooperation program. The overall discussions tackled subjects on improving the implementation of policies and programs to support small and medium-sized enterprises. Additionally, we’ve made a submission for AWE’s Auggie Awards.
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